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Presentation Notes
Thanks also to Karen Rogers (WY), Tim DeTroye (SC), Shelby Johnson (AR), and Barney Krucoff (MD).Narrator:�Introduce skit...Planning for this session, it was easy to run down rabbit holes based on our individual understandings of NG9-1-1.Our goal is to begin to familiarize ourselves with the “field of play” as a set up for the broader discussion/open microphone session that will followArranged for five willing actors / participants, and they are highly paid…This is an experiment...do we have content right? does this format help? could it be set to  video?We will look at the legacy 9-1-1 system first, and then the NextGen 9-1-1 system, and the 9-1-1 actors will introduce themselves first…�[Speak slowly into the microphone]Narrator:I am the narrator and the general slide-advance manager person.[Narrator: click to advance to slide 2] 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Person 1:I am a landline telephone provider.    [Narrator: click advance] The primary identifier for my customers is their telephone number. Whenever the address associated with a telephone number changes, I provider this change to the 911 Services Contractor responsible for that area.��Person 2: I am a 911 Services Contractor. �[Narrator: click advance] I am the interface between the telephone company and the local Public Service Answering Points or PSAPs. In laymans terms, PSAPs are the local 911 call centers. I am responsible for making sure that each customer’s telephone number is matched to the appropriate center using the right Emergency Service Number code. To do this correctly, I monitor a feed of telephone numbers and physical addresses provided by the landline telephone provider in response to customer service orders. �[Narrator: click advance] For each change from the telephone company, I consult a Master Street Address Guide (or MSAG) table, maintained by each local 911 call center. [Narrator click advance] The MSAG is used to match addresses to the ESN 911 call center assignment codes for all known address ranges. The MSAG table is maintained by a local MSAG coordinator so that it benefits from local knowledge of the address system.��Person 3:I am manager of a PSAP, a local 911 call center.�[Narrator: click advance] If a landline telephone customer's new or changed address isn't found in the MSAG, its my agency’s role to research and assist to resolve the match problem so that it can ultimately be assigned to a specific PSAP by an ESN code. I’ve have a staff member, the MSAG coordinator, who is specifically responsible for updating this table. �Usually, the MSAG is updated by either expanding an existing street address range or adding a new street and its address range as a new record. And the edits to the MSAG table will ultimately resolve the non-matching address. But there are also situations where the customer address doesn’t match because it is not valid or poorly formed and is in need of revision. In this case the address should be rejected but all to often ‘junk’ records have been added to the MSAG to accommodate the poorly formed, non-standard, or historical addresses.��Person 2:Remember me?, I am the 911 Service Contractor�If a customer addresses didn't match at first against the MSAG, I’ll retry the address later to see if there is updated information in the MSAG. I might also be asked to make changes to correct or standardize the customer address provided to me by the telephone provider. �After a match is made, I can produce a routing table that has a 911 center assignment code for every 10 digit telephone number served by the telephone provider. One quick note, if an address needs to be changed on my end, it won’t necessarily make it back into the telephone provider's customer database, which is usually maintained separately. ��Person 1:Hey its me again, the landline telephone provider.    When the 911 Services Contractor has made updates to the routing table, I reprogram the Selective Router that determines which PSAP 911 Call Center each 911 call from a 10 digit telephone number that I serve. Its important to note that no address information is stored anywhere on the selective router, it's all based on telephone numbers and the codes that they have been assigned.��Person 2:One piece is missing here - and that is how the 911 caller's address makes it to the 911 call taker at the PSAP Call Center. As the 911 Service Contractor, I play a big role here too. The 911 Call Center's software, upon receiving a call, immediately sends a request to the database, called ALI, that I maintain. The ALI database contains the customer address for each 10 digit telephone number.[Narrator: click to advance to slide 3] 



Traditional 9-1-1 Call Process, 
Landlines 

• 9-1-1 call made from 10 digit landline number is 
immediately connected to telephone provider's 
selective router in their Central Office switching 
center. 

• The Selective Router looks up 9-1-1 Call Center 
assignment code from its internal table and 
transfers call to the appropriate 9-1-1 Call 
Center. 

• 9-1-1 Call Center receives the call, and very 
shortly thereafter, the address of the caller (from 
a query to the 9-1-1 Service Contractors ALI 
database) is delivered to the call taker's screen. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
NARRATOR�Traditional 911 Call Process, Landlines:911 call made from 10 digit landline number is immediately connected to telephone provider's selective router in their Central Office switching center.The Selective Router looks up 911 Call Center assignment code from its internal table and transfers call to the appropriate 911 Call Center.911 Call Center receives the call, and very shortly thereafter, the address of the caller (from a query to the 911 Service Contractors ALI database) is delivered to the call taker's screen.�Now back to our actors...[Narrator: click to advance to slide 4] 



Sectors 
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Person 4:Hi I’m a cell phone tower. [Narrator: click to advance] [Narrator: click to advance] [Narrator: click to advance] �My antennas usually point in several directions, serving areas, typically 120 degrees wide, called sectors. When enhanced 911 began being implemented a decade ago, the easiest way to incorporate wireless phones into the mix was to give each sector a 10 digit number and an address just like the landline system.�In “enhanced” 911, wireless calls are sent to the landline telephone provider’s selective router as if they are coming from a specific 10 digit number assigned to each antenna sector. The sector’s 10 digit number is what the selective router uses to lookup the appropriate 911 Call Center and then connect the call.[Narrator: click to advance] �As my sectors serve large pie-shaped areas of geography, one issue that can arise is where two or more 911 Call Center locations have jurisdiction over portions of the sector’s polygon coverage area. In this case, the Center that serves the largest area or population is usually associated with the sector.[Narrator: click to advance] [Narrator: click to advance] [Narrator: click to advance to slide 5] 



Traditional 9-1-1 Call Process, 
Wireless 

• Wireless subscriber places 9-1-1 call from a 
mobile device 

• Mobile device communicates with a single  tower 
antenna sector  

• That sector is linked to a single 9-1-1 Call 
Center, via a 10-digit phone number 

• Caller is connected to that 9-1-1 Call Center  
• Location of the caller is provided to 9-1-1 Call 

Center, at phase 1 or phase 2 level 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
NARRATOR:�Traditional 911 Call Process, Wireless:�Wireless subscriber places 911 from mobile deviceMobile device communicates with a single  tower antenna sector That sector is linked to a single 911 Call CenterCaller is connected to 911 Call Center Location of the caller is provided to 911 Call Center at phase 1 or phase 2 level�Before we leave the Legacy 911 environment...an important note from our fifth person...Person 5. �I am the location information for a wireless call to 911:   (phase 1 vs phase 2)�The location of the tower (phase 1 location) is provided to the 911 Call Center by default as lat/long and as an address. But this very coarse phase 1 location can be overlooked in favor of a phase 2 location if it is available immediately or through a ‘rebid’ process initiated by the call-taker. Phase 2 locations, provided as lat/long, are determined from the mobile phone’s onboard GPS or by triangulating between the receiving tower and the nearest other 2 towers to the caller.[Narrator: click to advance to slide 6] 



1. ESI Network: IP-based networked communications backbone. 
Allows for failover operations, load balancing between locations, 
remotely hosted solutions 
 

2. CPE Infrastructure. The call handling equipment at every stage 
from telecom provider to 911 center is internet-enabled 
 

3. Location-based services. Geographic coordinates are used to 
dynamically determine the center that receives the call. Geocoding 
services allow landline providers to determine in advance the 
coordinates to attach to a 911 call. 

9-1-1 System Design Elements 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
NARRATOR:�So that’s the existing legacy 911 system at a glance. It was hatched over 40 years ago in the mainframe era and later adapted with a “bolt-on” fix to handle wireless calls a decade or so ago. Next Generation or NG 911 is an attempt to rethink the system around the capabilities of modern technology.�Next Generation 911 is a complete redesign of the 911 system that includes three foundational elements:�ESI Network: IP-based networked communications backbone. Allows for failover operations, load balancing between locations, remotely hosted solutionsCPE Infrastructure. The call handling equipment at every stage from telecom provider to 911 center is internet-enabledLocation-based services. Geographic coordinates are used to dynamically determine the center that receives the call. Geocoding services allow landline providers to determine in advance the coordinates to attach to a 911 call.�Now we’ll take a look at some of the roles in the NG environment...[Narrator: click to advance to slide 7] 



Las Cruces, NM call center 

•  Standard GIS layers – 
authoritative 
boundaries, road 
centerlines, and PSAP 
service areas 
•  LVF 
•  ECRF 
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Person 1:Hi everyone, landline telephone provider, again. In NG911, I am still very much a part of 911...how many folks in the audience (raise your hands) still have landlines at home? at work?    In the NG environment, telecoms like me, PBX system admins at workplaces, and VOIP providers will need to maintain up to date geographic coordinates for the physical address associated with every customer’s telephone number. �The database where this information is stored and ready to serve in support of a 911 is called a LIS (Location Information System). The LIS is my responsibility as a telecom but I will need to utilize an authoritative web service to determine and maintain the geographic coordinates associated with each address.[Narrator: click to advance] �Person 3:In NextGen, the 911 Call Center that I manage, along with other centers in my region or state are likely to band together to build a shared NG911 solution, including the ESI network, standard equipment & software, GIS data and GIS-based location services. �[Narrator: click to advance] With regard to GIS specifically, together, we will be responsible for ensuring:   that standardized, authoritative GIS data exists across our shared area.   that a Location Validation Function (LVF) service exists so line providers can determine and periodically recheck the geographic coordinates for all their customer addresses (think geocoding everybody!), AND  that an Emergency Call Routing Function (ECRF) service exists that does real time location analysis to determine which center’s jurisdictional area contains an incoming call’s geographic coordinates. Think point-in-polygon...if you will.[Narrator: click to advance] �Person 2:Let’s talk about my role in NG911 as a 911 Service Contractor. Just like in today’s legacy world, telecoms and the 911 centers can choose to contract out to provide and manage some of these 24x7x365 core services. �I will likely offer solution services to the telecoms for both storing and operating the LIS that is their responsibility. I will also likely develop expertise in operation of the LVF and ECRF spatial web services...and the SIF, the gateway for updating the GIS data.��Person 1....SIF...I don’t think we covered that acronym yet...or at least I don’t remember it.��Person 3.You’re right we haven’t. The SIF is the Spatial Information Function. It’s how the LVF and the ECRF spatial web services get fed new updated GIS reference data to support their base geocoding…..errrr…..address location and the real-time geographic call routing  functions. �Each network of 911 Centers, statewide or regional, will be responsible for this process too, but we can choose to contract this work out if desired. We are also responsible quality, completeness, and currency of  the GIS data content itself. We can also contract out the compilation and quality control for the GIS data to an external provider….again, if desired.�But there are significant advantages to doing this collaboratively ourselves as we live and work within the local geography.  And many local agencies may want to partner to build and maintain this data. And, after all, much of the GIS data is already being maintained and shared locally using existing processes to support dispatching systems, local public works, the DOT, etc. �[Narrator: click to advance] �Person 4:What about the cell towers like me? I certainly didn’t go anywhere...no legs or wheels after all.�All this talk about addresses make me wonder how I fit into NG911? If I remember right, not much changes for me since, under the current Phase 2 technology I am already providing geographic coordinates with the 911 calls. �What changes for me in NG911 relates to the improved, location specific routing of the 911 call o the right 911 center. The lat/long coordinates will have to be provided immediately as opposed to the current system which often has a delay that necessitates the use of my sector’s street address (the old phase 1 method). The Emergency Call Routing Function or ECRF, will determine to which 911 center each call is sent, in real time, based on the callers precision location. Like everyone else, I will also use a different protocol for send calls and location information to the ECRF, but that is another acronym for another day.�Narrator: That concludes the skit part of this session. We are now going to move to an open discussion format. However, could we please have a hand for our fine acting corps - recruited at the last minute and paid handsomely with beer in the hospitality suite. I think the cell tower was especially inspired. [Pause] We would like folks to keep notes and add observations into the session Google doc. Please. And we are not the final experts on much of this… we merely tried to provide ourselves with an overview level understanding to inform a discussion -- more informed folks should feel free to clear up our misconceptions, but let’s not get too technical. �Now what are the policy implications for our states, and how can NSGIC help out the NG 9-1-1 efforts?
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